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ABSTRACT 
It is the aim of the present paper to give an elementary proof of the following theorem. 
MAIN RESULT. Let E be a Banach lattice algebra with unit element e > 0. If 
0 I a E E is invertible, a - ’ 10 and the spectrum a(a) of a satisfies o(a) = { l}, 
then a = e. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It was shown by H.H. Schaefer, M. Wolff and W. Arendt in [8] that a lattice 
homomorphism T on a Banach lattice E with a(T) = { 1) is necessarily equal to 
the identity mapping Z on E. In order to prove this result, one may assume 
without loss of generality that E is Dedekind complete. Indeed, the order dual 
E- and the norm dual E* of E coincide, and so do then the order adjoint T- 
and the norm adjoint T*. Furthermore, E- = E * is Dedekind complete. 
Observe now that T is a lattice isomorphism (since T is a lattice homomorphism 
and the number zero is not contained in o(T)). Hence, T is interval preserving. 
It follows that T* is a lattice homomorphism (see e.g. [l, Theorem 7.71) satis- 
fying o(T *) = { l> . Once we can show that T* = Z, we have T= Z as well. 
The conclusion of the main result above is immediate if one uses the theorem 
of Schaefer, Wolff and Arendt with T the left (or right) multiplication by a. 
For this it is sufficient to observe that multiplication by a (on the left or right) 
is a lattice homomorphism (see the simple Lemma 4 which follows), and the 
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same holds for multiplication by a-‘. However, the proof of Schaefer, Wolff 
and Arendt is not easy and use is made of representation theory, where as our 
proof (although not short) is elementary in the sense that it is free of repre- 
sentation methods. It should also be noted that our main result yields a direct 
proof of the fact that a lattice homomorphism T on a Dedekind complete 
Banach lattice E with order spectrum q,(T) = {l} is necessarily equal to I 
(apply tho main result to the Banach lattice algebra JZb(E) of all order 
bounded (i.e., regular) operators on E, where =CZ’#‘) is equipped with the 
regular norm; the corresponding spectrum of an operator is called the order 
spectrum, see [7]). 
2. PREPARATIONS 
Recall that the (real) vector lattice A is called a (real) lattice ordered algebra 
if A is also an associative (but not necessarily commutative) algebra with the 
property that a E A + , b E A + (where A + is the positive cone of A) implies 
abEA+. We shall assume that A has a unit element e>O. The lattice ordered 
algebra A is called an f-algebra whenever a A b = 0, c E A + implies act b = 
=ca~ b=O. If the lattice ordered algebra A is Archimedean and uniformly 
complete we endow the complexification of A with the canonical absolute 
value, i.e., if a=al + ia with a1 and a2 real, then 
]al=sup ((~0s @a,+(sin B)a2:OIB12n}. 
The complexification is now called a complex lattice ordered algebra. For 
details on complex f-algebras we refer to [3, section 51. 
Any (real) lattice ordered algebra E which is at the same time a Banach lattice 
is called a Banach lattice algebra whenever jjabll I (la II - llbll holds for all 
a,bEE’. Obviously, E is then a (real) Banach algebra. As above, it is as- 
sumed that E has a unit element e > 0. The complexification of E, equipped with 
the canonical norm Ila I] = I] Ial 11, is called a complex Banach lattice algebra and 
is also a Banach algebra. As customary, the spectrum of an element GEE is 
taken with respect to the complexification. Since the main result of the paper 
deals with a real element, we shall consider for the sake of simplicity only real 
elements. 
For the basic theory of vector lattices (Riesz spaces) and Banach lattices and 
for unexplained terminology we refer to [l], [5], [6] and [lo]. 
Theorems 1 and 2 below are taken form [2]. To make the present paper self- 
contained, we briefly indicate the proofs. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an Archimedean uniformly complete lattice ordered 
algebra with unit element e>O. Then the following holds. 
(i) The principal band Be= {e}dd generated by e in A is a projection band, 
i.e., A = B,@B,d. 
(ii) For any a E Be, the left multiplication rc: by a and the right multipli- 
cation n,’ by a are orthomorphisms (i.e., order bounded band preserving linear 
operators) in A, so rr: E Orth (A) and rc:~ Orth (A). 
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PROOF. (i) In view of [5, Theorem 24.71 it is sufficient to show that sup, 
(Anne) exists for each a E A ‘. Note that this supremum is then precisely the 
component of a in B,. We prove first that 
Os(aAme)-(aAne)ln-‘a2 (m,nE N, mln>O). 
For brevity, put a,, = a A ne (n = 1,2.. . ) and denote by A, the order ideal in A 
generated by e. A simple argument shows that A, is an Archimedean (and 
hence commutative) f-algebra. For m?n>O we have 
(a,-a,)A(ne-a,)=(a,Ane)-a,=(aAmeAne)-a,,=0 
and consequently, multiplying ne- a, by n- ‘am (note that all elements in- 
volved are members of the f-algebra A,), 
(a, - a,) A (a, - n - ‘a,a,J = 0, 
and so a,,, = a, V (n - ‘a,a,). It follows that 
Osa,--a,=(n-‘a,a,-a,)+sn-‘a,a,sn-’a2. 
This inequality shows that (a/\ ne},“, 1 is a relatively uniform Cauchy sequence 
in A (with a2 as regulator). Hence, because A is uniformly complete, there 
exists an element b E A + such that aAne-+b (a2-uniformly). Since the se- 
quence {aAne}~zl is increasing, it is evident that b= supn (aAne), and thus B, 
is a projection band. Note finally that b = P,a, where P, is the band projection 
onto B, in A. 
(ii) We show that TL:E Orth (A) for any a E Be. The proof for rri is similar. 
On account of 7rL = nA+ - rr- we may assume that ar 0. It follows from 
aAmeta and ol(aAme)-(aAne)ln-‘a2 for mm that 
Ola-(aAne)ln-‘a2 (n=1,2...). 
Therefore, a A neta holds a2-uniformly. The inequality 0 I a A nes ne yields 
Os~~,,,,snl, so &neEOrth (A) for n= 1,2,.... Suppose now that br\c=O 
in A. We have to prove that n:(b) A c = 0. This is easy now. Observe first that 
{(aAne)b}Ac=?r~,,,,(b)Ac=O. 
Furthermore (a Ane) btab holds a2b-uniformly, so (ab) AC = 0 holds as well, 
i.e., &)Ac=O. 
The following result is an easy corollary of Theorem 1. It was proved for the 
first time by E. Scheffold in [9] with completely different means than in [2]. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a Banach lattice algebra with unit element e>O. 
Then the principal order ideal A, generated by e satisfies A,= B,, and so 
E=A,@A,d, i.e., A, is a principal projection band in A. 
PROOF. Let aE B,’ . We have to prove that ac A:. By Theorem 1 we have 
rr: E Orth Q. Now, since E is a Banach lattice, Orth Q coincides with the 
centre Z(E) of E. Recall that Z(E) consists of all linear operators rc in E satis- 
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fying - lzZ5 rr I II for some rZ > 0. Hence, 0 I nfi I LZ for an appropriate Iz > 0. 
It follows that 
Osn~(e)=asAe, 
so awl;. Thus, by Theorem 1 again, A, is a projection band. Note that 
Theorem 1 may be applied since any Banach lattice is uniformly complete. 
Recall that the e-uniform norm of an element aczA, is defined by 
I)all,=inf (A>O: /aIsLe). 
It is well-known that (A,, 11. ]J is a Banach lattice (see e.g. [lo, proof of 
theorem 124.51). Denote the corresponding spectral radius by r,(u) (so r,(a) = 
= lim,,, {l~anl~e}r’n). Note that ~~a2~~,= 11~11~ for all a~& Indeed, A, is an 
Archimedeanf-algebra with unit element e and hence semiprime ([lo, theorem 
142.51). It follows that (for 1>0) a2= la1211e is equivalent to lal5fl.e ([lo, 
theorem 142.31). The equality lla211e= II II2 . (I e 1s now immediate and hence r,(a) = 
= llalle for all a~&. 
It follows easily form theorem 2 that A, is also a Banach lattice with respect 
to the given norm II . II. Consequently, II . II and II . Ile are equivalent on A,, say 
q4 5 ll4le~G4l 
for all a E A, and appropriate real numbers K> 0 and L > 0. Hence, 
zP'"IIa"Ipk Ila"llt'"~L""lla"ll"" 
for all a~& (n = 1,2, . ..). By taking limits we find r(a)=r,(a) for all a~& 
The following proposition has, therefore, been proved. 
PROPOSITION 3. r(a)= llalle for all a~& where r(a)=lim,,, (Ila”ll)r”‘. 
For further purposes we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be an Archimedean lattice ordered algebra and a E A + an 
invertible element such that a- ’ E A + as well. Then 
a(bnc)=abAac,(bAc)a=baAca 
for all b, CEA. Similar formulas hold for the supremum. In particular, 
albl = labi, I+= lbal for all bEA. 
PROOF. Denote by L, the left multiplication by a, so L, (b) = ab for all b E A. 
The mapping L, : A+A is obviously a positive vector space isomorphism. 
Moreover, L; ’ = L;I, which is by hypothesis also a positive mapping. Hence, 
L, is a Riesz isomorphism of A. Similar observations hold for the right 
multiplication R, with a. 
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3.THEMAINRESULT 
From now on, E is a Banach lattice algebra with unit element e>O and 
a~ E+ is invertible, a-l E E+ and o(a) = {l}. Write a = e +n with a(n) = (0) 
(equivalently, r(n) = 0). By theorem 2, E =A,@A,d. Correspondingly, n =p + q 
with PEA,, qEA,d. It follows from nz -e that pr -e and qz0. The next 
proposition is due to B. de Pagter (private communication). 
PROPOSITION 5. PSO. 
PROOF. The resolvent (Je - n)- ’ of n exists in E for all A > 0 = r(n). Further- 
more, 
(Le-n)-‘=((I+l)e-(e+n))-‘=((L+l)e-a)-’= f n 
n=O (A +:),+I 
for all 1>0 (observe that L>O implies that )1+ II> 1 =r(a)). Hence, 
@e-n)-‘?0 for all A>O. If bEEsatisfies nb<Lb for some L>O, then br0. 
Indeed, (Le - n) br 0, and hence 
b=(Ae-n)-‘(le-n)brO. 
Suppose now, by way of contradiction, that pi 0 does not hold. Then, by the 
Archimedean property, there exists E> 0 such that r= (p - ee)+ >O. But A, 
( = B,) is an Archimedean f-algebra with e as unit element, so 
(P-ee)-r=(p-ee)-(p--&e)+ =O. 
Hence, (pr-ET)- =0, i.e., peer. Consequently, 
n(-r)=p(-r)+q(-r)lp(-r)le(-r). 
By the above remark, -r>O, so rs0, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 6. n+ &,d, n-~/i,. 
PROOF. n=q-(-p)withqzO, -pzO.But qcA,d, -p~A,,soqA(-p)=O. 
This implies that q = n + , -p=n- ([5, theorem ll.lO]). 
By corollary 6, n+~e=O, 05~ le. Moreover, 
a=e+n=n+ +(e-n-), 
with n+ EA,~, e-n- EA,. Notice that aAe=e-n-. 
Before proving the next proposition we first exhibit some commutation rela- 
tions. The elements a = e + n and n commute, so by lemma 4, 
an+ =a(nvO)=anvO=naVO=(nVO)a=n+a, 
and thus an - = n -a as well. It follows immediately that 
a-‘n=na-‘, a-‘n+ =n+a-l, a-‘n- =n-a-‘. 
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PROPOSITION 7. ?Z+ =n-n+ =tZ+n-, n- =@I-)‘. 
PROOF. Put C=n+U-‘=0-b+. It follows from O<n+~a that Olcle. 
Furthermore, it is easily seen that n +c= cn +. But 
c?l- =c(n+ +e-a)=cn+ +c-n+ 
implies that n + - cn ’ =c-cn- EA,nA,d. Hence 
n+ =cn+ =n+c, c=cn-=n-c 
(we use here that the Archimedeanf-algebra A, is commutative). Put d = e - c. 
Then dn = nd (since cn = nc) and OS ds e. Furthermore, 
da=a-ca=a-n’=e-n-=aAeEA,, 
and thus dn = da - d E A,. By proposition 3, 
0s lldnje=r(dn)sr(d)r(n)=O 
(for the latter inequality, cf. [4, corollary 3.3.4.1). This shows that dn =0, i.e., 
da=d. Equivalently, e-n- =e-c, so c=n-. Hence nf =n-n+ =n+n- and 
n- =(Tz-)~. For fut ure purposes, notice that d=(aA’e)a-‘=el\a-’ by lemma 
4, so reformulating da = d we find 
a/\e=a-‘Ae. 
Observe also that n+ =an- =n-a and n- =a-‘nf =n+a-l. Finally, a(n’)k= 
=(n+)k+l (k=1,2...). 
The following, rather technical, lemma is crucial for what follows. 
LEMMA 8. dAe=&‘Aa-’ (k= 1,2, . ..). 
PROOF. This equality is shown to be true for k= 1 in the above proof. Fix a 
natural number k and consider the elements 
s=akl\e, t=askAe (09, tse). 
An application of lemma 4 yields sa=as and ta=at. By the same lemma, 
apk+ll\a=Saek+l, apk+l/\a=ta. 
Hence 
(ta)k=(a-k+‘/\a)k=(Q-k+‘l\a).(a-k+ll\a)k-’= 
=sa-k+l.tk-lak-l=Sfk-lEA,. 
Writing m = tk for the moment, we have shown that muk EA,. Now evaluate 
ak = (e + n)k as follows: 
ak=nk+ 
k 0 &I+ . . . + n+e=ii+e 1 
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with 
A=nk+ 
k 0 nk-l + *a* + 1 
By the spectral mapping theorem, r(fi) = 0. Moreover, mf = iim (since m and a 
commute) and mfi=mak- m EA,. A similar argument as is used in the proof 
of proposition 7 yields 
05 ~~miT(~,=r(mA)rr(m)r(A)=O, 
whence mfi = 0, mak = m. This implies that 
m(ak-e)=m(a-e)(a-coe)...(a-ok-le)=O 
with o=exp (2dk). But the inverse elements (a-we)-‘, . . ..(a-~~-~e)-’ 
exist in E because a(a) = {l}. Multiplying the last equality with the product of 
these inverses, we get m(a - e) = mn = 0. Hence, mn + = mn -. But 0 I m 5 e, so 
mn+ EA,~, mn- EA,. Consequently, mn- =tkn- =O, so certainly (tn-)k= 
= tk(n -)k = 0. But A, is an Archimedean f-algebra with unit element, so semi- 
prime. Therefore, tn - = 0, so that tn + = tn-n ’ = 0 as well. We infer that 
tn=O, i.e., ta= t. Equivalently, apk+ll\a=amkAe. Multiplying the left and 
right hand side by ak- ’ and using lemma 4 again, we find 
akAe=ak-‘/\a-’ 
as desired. 
COROLLARY 9. akAe=aAe (k= 1,2, . ..). 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on k. The statement is trivially satisfied for 
k = 1, so suppose that ak- ’ Ae=aAe for some k>2. Using that akAe= 
=ak-lAa-’ (lemma 8) and that aAe=a-‘Ae, we get 
akAe=(akAe)Ae=(ak-‘Aa-‘)Ae 
=ak-‘A(a-‘Ae)=ak-‘A(aAe) 
PROPOSITION 10. (n+)kAe=O (k=1,2...). 
PROOF. Again, we use induction. The assertion holds for k = 1, so suppose 
that (n+)k-lAe=O. By lemma 4, a(n+)k-lAa=O. But a(n+)k-l=(n+)k, so 
(n+)kAa=O, whence (n+)kAaAe=O. By corollary 9, (n+)kAakAe=O. It 
follows from Os(n+)klak that (n+)kAe=O. 
COROLLARY 11. (n+)kA(n+)‘=O (k,lEtN, k#l). 
PROOF. Assume that k>l. By proposition 10, (n+)k-‘Ae=O. By lemma 4, 
a’(n+)k-‘Aa’=a’((n+)k-‘Ae)=O. 
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It follows from Ol(n+)‘sa’that O~(n+)~ra’(n+)~-‘. Hence, (n+)k~a’=O, 
so certainly (n+)kA(n+)‘=O. 
Of course, corollary 11 yields 
(n+)kA(n+)‘n- =(n+)kn-A(n+)‘n- =o (k#I), 
since Oln-le. 
PROPOSITION 12. InkI = lnlk (k= 1,2, . ..). 
PROOF. The following observation plays a crucial role in the proof: if L is a 
vector lattice, ft g E L and fl g, then If- gl = If+ gl. Note first that 
InkI = I(n+ -n-)kl = 1 i. (:)(n+)*‘(n-)‘l 
= (use proposition 7) 
i even iodd 
By corollary 11, the sums between the absolute value signs are disjoint, so the 
remark at the beginning of the proof gives us 
i odd 
and we are done. 
COROLLARY 13. r(n) =+I[). 
PROOF. 
r(lnl)= lim II Inlkll”k=(proposition 12) 
k-m 
= F+t /j InkI Il”k= F+E jInklj”k=r(n), 
where we use that the norm, being a Riesz norm, is absolute. 
We have collected now all the ingredients for the proof of the main result. 
PROOF OF MAIN RESULT. By corollary 13, +I) = 0. It fOllOWS from 0s n - 5 
I InI and the monotonicity of the Riesz norm that Osr(n -) sr(lnl), so 
r(n-)=O. But n- EA,, so by proposition 3, IIn-II,=r(n-)=O. Hence, n- =O. 
By proposition 7, n ’ = n -n + = 0 as well. Consequently, n =0 and so a = e. 
The proof is complete. 
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